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There are so many projects
with the same basic standard
products specified, but there are
several ways to create a luxury
feel or distinguish your project
to make it stand out from other
developments.
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1. Special finish is one of biggest ways you
can individualise your development, like
changing chrome to a colour (could be
matt black or matt white) to give it a less
standard feel. Matt black has been used to
give a feeling of higher spec in bathrooms,
and matt white is now starting to be seen

in more developments. But for a very
individual luxury feel, there is the option
of special metal finishes, e.g., platinums,
golds, brasses, black chrome, bronzes,
and even bespoke finishes to match the
development finishes. Another bespoke
option you can add is a personalised
engraving on the taps/showers with the
special finish. Price-wise, this can mean
a 20-200% increase in the cost of chrome
(depending on finish).
2. Concealed shower valves and rain showers
add another level of luxury to the standard
shower set. By making it concealed,
the valve is easier to clean and looks
more modern. This can cost about £200500 per room (depending on the spec
and brand). ➳
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3. Wall hung WCs are now something that
a lot of people expect because they have
been around for a long time, but a lot of
developers don’t use because of the cost
or the anti-plumber. But wall hung WCs
can offer so many advantages in selling.
To give the end user some reasons why:
firstly, because it’s off the floor, it gives
the feeling of more space in the room.
Secondly, it’s a lot easier to keep clean –
something that people usually consider
an advantage. Thirdly, floor standing
WCs are normally quite low. With a wall
hung WC, you can make it slightly higher,
either as standard on the build or even to
a set height for a tall customer. Extra cost
is about £200-500 per room (depending
on spec and brand).

4. Washer WCs are less used generally
because of cost. But because of hygiene
(especially in the last year) as well as the
Olympics being held in Japan, which
has them virtually everywhere, more
people are trying them out. A washer
WC gives a certain luxury element to a
penthouse apartment or high-end build.
It also means clients will never have to
worry about running out of toilet roll in
lockdown ever again. Extra cost is about
£1,000-4,000 (depending on spec and
brand).
5. Vanity units are incredibly important for
storage. If you have a ledge, that’s a great
start, but some developers don’t even do
that and supply a basin you cannot add
a unit to, so it means a separate storage
unit. A lot of bathrooms don’t have space
for that either, so by adding a storage
unit, clients can visualise that they will be
able to put all their bottles of lotions and
potions away without worrying. You can,
of course, have a basin that a unit can be
added to after. And, like kitchen packs, if
they want an extra unit, they can call up
after they have moved in and order one
directly. Extra cost is between £50-500
(depending on spec and brand).
6. 10mm glass is something that can really
give a feel of luxury to a new build. There
are a lot of basic off-the-shelf nasty slider
doors that fall apart within a year or don’t
clean very well. Thicker glass gives you the
option of having it frameless (meaning not
having aluminium frame), having simple
seals to clean, having it higher if required,
and having a simple round circle hole
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7. Accessories are something that are always
forgotten in a build, but having them in
CGIs or showrooms can give the person
buying it a way to visualise there will be a
place to put bottles, toilet rolls, etc. Extra
cost is £10-100 (depending on how many).

instead of a chunky handle. The feel of
luxury when you open the door instead of
a cheap pivot or slider door is undeniable.
Extra cost is usually between £100-1000
(depending on spec and size).

8. Easy clean coatings are never used in
developments. Why not? It’s not normally
the cost; it’s just they’re generally not
offered. But they’re such an added value
for a sale. Basins can have easy clean
coating to stop limescale and toothpaste
sticking to basins, WCs can have easy
clean coating with a hygiene formula
fired into the glaze to stop bacteria and
other things smelling in the toilet, shower
glass can have easy clean coating to stop
limescale and soap sticking to the glass,
and tiles can have easy clean coating to
make cleaning easier. Extra cost starts
from £30 per item, but explain to the
client that they will have a cleaner and
nice bathroom for longer. ➳
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9. Large format tiles can give you a luxury
feel as they have less grout joints, which
gives the feel of more space and the fact
that you will have less grout. Extra cost
can be £50-100 per m2 (depending on tile
size).
10.LED lighting in niches and under units is
a very cheap way to give a modern feel. By
putting LED strip lights in niches, under
wall hung WCs and basin units, you can
create a more luxury feel. It can also give
a nice glow to customers, rather than a
bright light in the middle of the night.
Cost starts from £10.

Huntington Road by Ikon Property, The
Crescent by Ferrata Property, The Crown
House by Daylight Developments, Dulwich
by Edge Design (all Qandor members), and
Knowle Close by Beau Property.
You don’t need to do all of these to
express individuality, but offering something
that the local developments don’t have gives
you an advantage over the competition. Q.

Just some of the above have been
used as upgrades in various projects with
members including Bright Heights by
Dapatchi, Wilmot Road by Gleeson Build,
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